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SPECIFICATION
C Series Sticky Mat

Adhesive layered, straight edged mats can quickly, effectively remove traffic dirt from wheels and dust from 
the soles of shoes, to keep the clean environment.
-   Each sticky mat is composed of multiple layers of polyethylene film laminated together into a stack
-   Each layer is coated with a unique high or low adhesive, and the working surface is smooth
-   Easy to use. When the surface layer is contaminated, simply peel off the top layer and throw it away
-   Mainly used for electronics, computer, instrumentation, medical-device, pharmaceutical, aerospace and 

nuclear industries

1. Function:

2. Specificatons:

Base Material Polyethlene film Size:
Tab Size  1″x 1″ white  18”x 36”
Sticky Strength  200~800g/25mm  24”x 36”
Adhesive  Solvent-based acrylic  18”x 45” 
Heat resistance  70˚C ″ (24 hours) 26”x 45”
Thickness  1.8/1.5/1.02 mm (mat) Other size
Color  Blue,White  available:
Packaging  10 mats/case, 30 layers/mat (±2cm)
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-  Numbered corner tabs for easy tracking of remaining sheets
-  Easy sheet-to-sheet removal
-  Non-transferring adhesive
-  Different adhesiveness to choose from
-  Various colors and sizes are available
-   Consecutively numbered tabs help to keep track of the number of sheets remaining and prevent multiple 

sheets being removed inadvertently. 

3. Features:

LDPE
Environmental 

Glue

Top Quality Raw Material

This sticky mat has very good flexibility

Soft and Foldable

Every floor mat is numbered - very easy to use
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Construction

Operation

Benefits

Label

Surface Protective
Single coated film
Double coated film
Bottom protective film

30/60 layers all are numbered - easy to peel off

Rid your cleanroom of dust - protect your products

1. Clean floor 
surface where you 

want to attach

2. Remove bottom 
protection film

3. Holding the 
other end of mat 
with one hand

5. Remove top 
protection film

4. Stepping on 
the mat with 
several times


